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Abstract

In the Romanian Legal System, the succession law is guaranteed as constitutional, by this being assured, at a principle level that this right can be obtained through the active intervention of the state's institutions.

The Civil Code stipulates in the IIIrd Book the ways of obtaining ownership and includes two titles that establish successions: Title I- On Successions (art. 650-799) and Title II- On Donations among Living People and Wills.
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1 Art. 46 Romanian Constitution

(art. 800-941). Together with these depositions there are other regulations in the Civil Code which come to the depositions regarding the succession. By virtue of the new regulations as stipulated by the New Civil Code, the depositions regarding the Succession are regulated by the IV the book - On Succession and Disposable Portions (art.953-1163)

As shown previously, The Civil Code settles, in art. 560, two ways of passing the successorial assets: through the law (with reference to the people, in the order and share determined by the law) and through de cuius will expressed in a legal act called testament. The very two modalities of passing successorial assets are stipulated in the New Civil Code which states that the deceased’s assets are transmitted through legal inheritance, in case the deceased does not decide otherwise through Will. We thus distinguish, in both regulations, the difference between legal succession and testimonial succession. In the Romanian Legal System, however, the legal succession in regarded as the norm while the testimonial succession is considered to be the exception, although having the power to change the legal succession through the testimonial decisions taken by de cuius, one form of passing inheritance does not exclude the other.

In order to be able to deal with the punishments in the case of terms of validity of testaments we first must define what a testament is and then establish which these trms are. So, as stated in dogmas and in the legislation the Will has been defined as a solemn, personal and unilateral legal act which can be revoked during the deceased life, through which the latter decide upon their entire or a portion of their assets for the time after their death.

The testament can contain not only bequests and devises but other depositions which do not concern the assets, thus reaching the conclusion

3 Law nr. 287, 17 July 2009 regarding the Civil Code, published in the Official Gazette nr.511/24 July 2009.( this will become operative at the date established by the law that brings this into force)
4 The testator.
5 Art.955. alin1
9 Art. 1035 New Civil Code.
that “we stand before two (or more) legal acts, gathered together under the form of a Will” and these acts can be independent from one another\(^\text{10}\); given this, the validity of these testimonial depositions must be analyzed separately for each situation for there is the possibility of one of the act being invalid\(^\text{11}\); since there is a common testimonial form, the formal flows influence all the depositions whose validity are conditioned by the validity if the will.\(^\text{12}\)

In order for the testimonial provisions to be valid they must meet the requirements of a legal act in general\(^\text{13}\) (the capacity of signing the legal document, a valid consent, a real cause, legal and moral, legal object) but also some formal special requirements regarding wills\(^\text{14}\).

As far as capacity is concerned, we mention art. 856 from Civil Code which stipulates that “any person has the capacity of making a will if they are not forbidden by the law” and art. 808 alin 2\(^\text{15}\). It is capable of receiving through will any person who had been conceived by the time of the testator’s death” but also art. 987 alin 1. of The New Civil Code: “Any person can give and receive portions within the regulations regarding capacity” so, the ability is the rule and the inability is the exception.

The intestacies, since they are regarded as exceptions, are specifically regulated by law and strict interpretation\(^\text{16}\). They are grouped into two categories: Incapacity of leaving through will and incapacity of receiving through will.

The following are considered incapacities of giving through will: total incapacity of a minor under 16 years of age to dispose through will (art. 806 Civil Code, we also mention the provisions from the civil code which stipulate in art. 988 ali.1. that the person who lacks the capacity or has a restricted capacity can not dispose of their assets through portions, with the exception of the situations regulated by law), the incapacity of the person under judicial interdiction (who, according to art. 147 from Family Code\(^\text{17}\) had the same judicial status as a minor), the partial incapacity of a 16 year


\(^\text{11}\) Ex. the nullity of the ascendent partition does not affect the availability of the undisposed proportion (Tribunalul Suprem, dec.nr.1196/1956 in CD, 1956, vol.I, p.350-352.)

\(^\text{12}\) Fr. Deak, *op. cit.*, p.159.

\(^\text{13}\) As referred to in art.948 C. civ. and art.1179 from the New Civil Code.

\(^\text{14}\) Art. 800, 858 and next Civil Code. and art.1040 and next from the New Civil Code

\(^\text{15}\) Similar disposition referred to inart.957 from the New Civil Code

\(^\text{16}\) According to the principal in the Roman Law *exception est strictissimae interpretationis*.

\(^\text{17}\) Law nr.4 din 1953 with the subsequent changes
old minor (who, according to art.807 of the Civil Code can dispose of only half of the assets they could dispose as an adult), the 16 year old minor incapacity of disposing through will in favor of their tutor( art. 809 alin.1 of the Civil Code and art. 988 alin.2 of the New Civil Code\(^{18}\)), to all these is added the incapacity of the temporarily injudicious person who is not under interdiction.

The sanction for the incapacity of disposing through will is the relative invalidity of the will as these incapacities have been stated as a means of protecting the stator and their family and are not based on public interest. The action whose objective would be to determine that incapacity is prescriptible according to Decree 167/1985\(^{19}\), the passage of time being marked from the moment the succession is opened not from the moment the will was written\(^{20}\).

The incapacities of receiving through will are incapacities of use( absolute: the incapacities of the unconceived\(^{21}\) and of legal person without a legal status, but also the incapacity of the legal person of receiving through will portions which do not correspond to their established by law purpose, certificate of incorporation or legal status\(^{22}\) and relative the incapacity for doctors and pharmacists who cannot receive portion from the person who was in their care before their death\(^{23}\), the incapacity of marine officers who cannot receive portions from travellers on board unless their are relatives with the testator\(^{24}\) and the incapacity of a legal guard to receive through will from the under aged person in their care\(^{25}\).\(^{26}\)

\(^{18}\) „In the relative nullity sanction, not even after the acquiring full capacity of exercise, the person can not dispose of their portions in the benefit of the one who had the quality of legal representative or guard, before receiving from the court release from management. the exception to this is the situation in which the legal representativeor guard is the ascendant of the testator”.


\(^{20}\) Supreme Court, s.civ., dec.nr.1558/1972, în CD, 1972, p.162.

\(^{21}\) Art. 808 alin.2 C.civ.

\(^{22}\) Art. 34 din Decretul 31/1954 regarding private and legal people, published in Official Gazette, 8/30 ianuarie 1954; See also: Fr. Deak, op. cit., p. 166; Al. Bacaci, Gh. Comăniţă, op.cit., p.45.


\(^{24}\) Art.833 Civil Code

\(^{25}\) Art.809 Civil Code

These incapacities affect the abilities of use for the people who are object to the legal texts which means that not obeying them may lead to punishment of absolute invalidity which may be invoked by any interested part\textsuperscript{27}.

The New Civil Code stipulates that portions are affected by relative invalidity if they are offered to doctors, pharmacists and others, in the period in which, directly or indirectly, gave professional help to the testator for the condition that caused death\textsuperscript{28}. There are exceptions to these provisions that is the portions given in favour to the spouse, blood relatives or privileged collaterals and other relatives up to the fourth degree provided the testator does not have a spouse or any other of the above mentioned. Also affected are the portions given in favour for the notary public that certifies the will, the interpreter and witnesses who took part to the authentication of the document but also the portions given in favour for the agents who must take part, according to the law, in establishing privileged testimonial acts and the portions given to people who gave legal assistance in writing the will\textsuperscript{29}.

As far as the Consent is concerned it needs to be mentioned that in order for any legal act to be considered valid, the basic requirement is the existence of the free consent unaltered by any judicial vice such as an error, or violence\textsuperscript{30}. The lack of consent or to be more exact, in case of the will, the lack of unilateral manifestation of the will gives cause to the sanction of absolute invalidity, because one of the essential elements of the legal act is missing. Specific elements are shown in the case of deceit under the form of suggestion. The sanction in this case is the relative invalidity of the will, while the injudicious leads to absolute invalidity of the will\textsuperscript{31}.

Regarding the testator’s consent, the New Civil Code stipulates in art1038 alin 1 the fact that the will is valid provided that the testator, the consent and the faculty haven’t been altered and furthermore it is mentioned the fact that the case of deceit may lead to the annulment of the will even if the maneuvers haven’t been used by the beneficiary nor were thy known to them\textsuperscript{32}.

Together with the requirements regarding capacity and consent, in order for a will to be valid, it needs to meet some requirements regarding the object of the will which must be determined and determinable and the cause must

\textsuperscript{28} Art. 990 alin.1 New Civil Code.
\textsuperscript{29} See art. 991 din New Civil Code
\textsuperscript{30} Al. Bacaci, Gh. Comăniţă, \textit{op.cit.}, p. 67.
\textsuperscript{31} Idem, p. 68.
\textsuperscript{32} See art.1038 alin.2 of the New Civil Code.
be legal and real. these requirements are governed by the regulations of the common law so we will not get into details.

The requirements of form, provided by the Romanian legislation, which must be fulfilled in case of all wills are: the written form and the form of a separate document.

The sanction given in the case of not following the requirements is according to art.866 of the Civil Code, absolute annulment, so this can be demanded through any means (action or exception) by any interested part, at any time, this right being unprescriptable.

The law practice and dogma allows certain extenuations of the sanction. In this respect a null will, based on informality, produces effects if it fulfills the requirements of the law destined for another testimonial form (the conversion of the testamentary form). this kind of will gives rise to a moral obligation for the heirs; although absolute, the annulment may be removed through confirmation, if the heirs voluntarily and informed execute the will annulled for informality, after the death of the testator.
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33 The legislation also provides with some ordinary forms of will, which the testator can willingly use, such as authentic, handwritten and mystical testament and extraordinary forms such as privileged testaments. due to its falling into desuetude, the mystical testament has been removed from the New Civil Code.

34 According to art.857 Civ.code. „two or more people cannot bequeath, through the same act one in favor for the other or in favor for a third person.”

35 See also art. 1041 of the New Civil Code.


37 See art. 1050 of the New Civil Code

38 C. Stătescu, *op.cit.*, p.171.
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